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Judd–Ofelt theory in a new light on its (almost) 40th anniversary
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Abstract

NThe standard Judd–Ofelt theory of one photon electric dipole transitions in f systems is discussed in the language of the one particle
parametrization scheme. An overview of various physical mechanisms that contribute to the Judd–Ofelt intensity parameters is performed.
The analysis of the morphology of these parameters is based on the static model of their original derivation, dynamic model, electron
correlation third order approach, spin–orbit interaction influence, and an exotic perturbation caused by a specific mass shift. As a new
aspect of the investigations on the physical nature of f↔f transitions, a transformation of the Judd–Ofelt effective operators to their
relativistic version is presented. In this approach the transition amplitude is expressed by the effective double tensor operators, acting

Nwithin the 4f shell, and effectively representing relativistic contributions. In particular, the relativistic form of the crystal field potential is
employed, and in addition, the interactions through the crystal field potential within the spin–orbital space are included.  2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction completely new terms for l odd without giving them any
physical explanation. However it should be realized that

It is a common opinion that the task of reproduction of such a technical improvement of the fitting procedure
spectra of rare earth doped materials is reduced to the (more degrees of freedom, better adjustment) loses its
problem of adjusting at most three intensity parameters in identity as an extension of the original Judd–Ofelt theory
accordance with the following expression as introduced by its authors in 1962.

When the parameters V in Eq. (1) are determined in al( l) 2S 5 O V ukC uuU uuC lu (1) semiempirical way, and the intensities are reproduced, onef ←i l f i
l52,4,6

may conclude that the one particle parametrization scheme
applied for the spectrum works well; and this is the successFor the vast majority of researchers that are involved in the
of the Judd–Ofelt theory.spectroscopy of rare earth ions this technical point of view

The aim of this presentation is to answer the questionvery often defines the well-known Judd–Ofelt theory [1,2];
about the physical mechanisms that contribute to thefor some of them however, the Judd–Ofelt theory has a
intensity parameters which are determined from Eq. (1) inbroader interpretation.
a semiempirical way. The present discussion demonstratesWithout the definition of the physical model that
the generality and universality of the Judd–Ofelt theorycharacterizes the Judd Ofelt theory, expression Eq. (1) is
which, in fact, goes far beyond the initial limitations of itsan algebraic scheme of the parametrization of the spec-
original derivation.trum. From such a point of view, there is no reason to limit

the terms in the summation to just those with even ranks.
Actually, treating the expression in Eq. (1) in a formal

2. Non-relativistic approachway, it is possible to introduce in an ad hoc way

2.1. Second order effective operators
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Judd–Ofelt theory, based on the static model, is deter- The radial terms in Eq. (6) have the following interpreta-
tmined by matrix elements of the effective operators tion: R (, 9) represents the standard Judd–Ofelt theoryJ–O

(see Eq. (2)),odd eveneven
t 1 lt q 1 / 2 l

V :T 5 2OB OO (21) [l] S DA (, 9) t 1 tl J–O p tp r 2 q R (, 9 f) 5 kr (4f → , 9)ur ur (4f → f)lt, p HF HFl,q , 9

t 11 t N 0 ( l) N 0 1 kr (4f → , 9)ur ur (4f → f)l,k· (4f → , 9)ur u4f lk4f C uU u4f C l (2) HFf q i

t and these terms are associated with the third-order effec-where B are the crystal field parameters, and the angularp
tive operators arising from the Hartree–Fock potential,term has the form

0 0 1 tR (, 9 f) 5 kr (4f → f)ur ur ((4f → , 9)lt l 1 tl 1 / 2 (1) (t )A (, 9) 5 [l] kf iC i, 9lk, 9iC if l (3)H Jt f , 9 f 0 t 1
1 kr (4f → f)ur ur ((4f → , 9)l,

The radial integral in Eq. (2) contains the perturbed and these terms are also of third-order but they are caused1function · (4f → , 9) [3] that represents the perturbing by the Coulomb operator.
influence of all single excitations from the 4f shell to one tThe perturbed functions r (4f → , 9), r (4f → f) andHFelectron states of , 9 symmetry. s

r (4f → , 0) contain the first order corrections due to the
When the mutual interaction between the lanthanide ion perturbing influence of single excitations from the 4f shell

and the ligands is taken into account, a part of intensity to all (discrete and continuum) states of , 9, f and ,0
parameters is interpreted as the terms that represent the symmetry [3].
so-called dynamic coupling mechanism [4], As an example of an exotic interaction, the mass specific

L l ( l) l shift is regarded as perturbation affecting the transitionV :T 5 A a (L)k4fur u4flkfuuC uuflU (4)l dyn l11 l q
amplitude [6]. In this particular case the third order

Lwhere A is a structural parameter, and a (L) is related effective operators are also one particle object, and there-l11 l

to the frequency dependent polarizability of the ligand (see fore one may conclude that they contribute to the intensity
[5]). parameters evaluated from Eq. (1),

all odd even1 1 t l1 l2q 1 / 2 t2.2. Third order effective operators ]V : T 5 O(21) [l] OB OS Dl mass p r p 2 q2 t, pl,q , 9

l 3 ( l) t ( l)The original model of Judd and Ofelt is based on the *A (, 9)(´ 1 ´ )7 (, 9)U (ff) (7)t l l mass q
single configuration approximation. When the effects of

*where ´ and ´ select even and odd values of l, andelectron correlation are taken into account at the third l l

3(l) determines the parity of l. It is interesting to noteorder, the transition amplitude in general is determined by
that also in this particular case the angular part of thethe following effective operators
effective operator is the same as for the standard Judd–

odd even
1 1 Ofelt term (Eq. (2)). The radial termV : G ¯O Oh(T 1 T )Hl J–O stat.corr.

tp l
N3 ( l) t l 3 ( l) t]7 (, 9) 5 2 [(21) 1 d(t,1)]R (, 9) (8)mass mass1 ( l) 3M1 d(t, l 1 1)(T 1 T )j U (ff) (5)Jdyn dyn.corr.

is an appropriate combination of the following radial
1 1where T and T are the third order terms that integrals [6],stat.corr. dyn.corr.

represent the impact of electron correlation, and they
d1 1originate from the static and dynamic models. U U]R (, 9) 5 · (4f → , 9) 4fK L1 drThe results of a numerical analysis demonstrated that the
1major part of electron correlation effects is represented by 1 1 U U]R (, 9) 5 · (4f → , 9) 4f , (9)K L2 rthird order one-particle effective operators [5]. The angular

part of these effective operators is the same as in the case
where the perturbed functions are the same as in the radialof the standard Judd–Ofelt term in Eq. (2), while the radial
integrals of the standard Judd–Ofelt theory.parts are different. For example, the static part of the

Due to the asymmetry of the reduced matrix elements oftransition amplitude defined up to the third order has the (1)*, that defines the specific mass shift operator, the sumform
of the radial integrals does not vanish for l odd, and

even
therefore also the odd rank unit tensor operators associated1 lt t tFV : T 5O R (, 9) 2 R (, 9 f)l stat J–O HF *with e in Eq. (7) contribute to the intensity parameters.l, 9

This means that, in the nomenclature of the semiempirical(N 2 1) 0 l]]] G approach, the standard parametrization scheme of the1 R (, 9 f) A (, 9) (6)t t2
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Judd–Ofelt theory is extended now by additional parame- The radial integrals contain the large and small com-
ters that are associated with the odd rank unit tensor ponents, and they are defined as follows
operators. As a consequence, the expression in Eq. (1)

x j x j 9 j x j 9i i i i1 2 1 29R ( j , j ) 5 kP ur uP l 1 kQ ur uQ l. (13)i ishould be enriched by the terms for l 5 odd. 1 2

The reduced matrix element of the spherical tensor in Eq.
(11) is a generalization of the intra-shell case introduced
by Wybourne [8], namely3. Relativistic contributions

(x) j 11 / 2 1 / 2i19 9k j uuC uu j l 5 (21) [ j , j ] ´(, 1 x 1 , 9)i i i i1 2 1 2An alternative approach to the description of f↔f
9j x jtransitions is defined within the relativistic framework i i1 2 . (14)S D1 1where the relativistic crystal field potential is taken as a ] ]2 02 2

perturbing operator, and relativistic version of the electric
(k k )l3 3The double tensor operator W (ff) acts within thedipole radiation operator is used for the evaluation of the

spin–orbital space. It should be mentioned that a particulartransition amplitude. In such a way the second order
11part of Eq. (10) associated with W (spin–orbit inter-transition amplitude is determined by the matrix elements

action) has been previously included at the third order [9],of double but still one-particle effective operators of the
while here it is taken into account already at the secondform [7],
order. In addition, for k 5 0 in Eq. (10) the expression is3

k 111 reduced to the standard effective operator of Judd and
]rel t 1 / 2ŒV :T 5 3 OB [t] O O O Ofelt.l p

reltp k 50,1 k 50,1k #uk 21u1 21 1 Finally it should be concluded that T gives a new
k 1t picture of the Judd–Ofelt theory, and its relativistic origin2

sheds a new light onto theoretical description of f↔f3 O
k #uk 2t u2 2 transitions.

k k1 2O´(f 1 1 1 , 9)´(f 1 t 1 , 9)! (t , 9)k k1 2
, 9

4. Summaryk 1kt11 3 3

1 / 2 k 1k 1t2q3 33 O O a O [l] O(21) [k , k ]3 3
qk 50,1 The short review presented here demonstrates that the#ut21u l#uk 2k u3 k3 3 3

intensity parameters V of the Judd–Ofelt theory arel1 t l k k k k k k2 3 1 2 3 1 indeed more general than one might expect from their3S DH JH J1 1 1
] ] ]· p 2 q f , 9 f2 2 2 original derivation.

The list of physical mechanisms discussed here contains:k k 11 1
(k k )l3 3k k t3 W (ff) (10)2 2 q5 6 1. Crystal field influence based on the static model atk k l3 3

second order,
2. Crystal field influence based on the dynamic model atk k1 2where ! (t, 9) is defined by the angular and radialk k1 2 the second order,terms in the following way
3. Electron correlation effects at the third order, and based

on the static and dynamic models,2
k k 1 , 9f tf , 91 2 4. Spin–orbit interaction at the third order,9 9! (t, 9) 5O b ( j j )b ( j j )k k k k i i k k i i1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1

i , i1 2 5. Mass polarization shift at the third order, and finally
1 t (1) (t ) 6. Relativistic effects.9 9 9 93 R ( j j )R ( j j )k j uuC uu j lk j uuC uu j l (11)i i i i i i i i1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1

Do the results of ab initio calculations performed within
9and i and i number j and j . The factor a in Eq. (10) is1 2 6 6 the above scheme give agreement with experiment, and doequal to 2 when the parity of appropriate ranks of

the contributions caused by these mechanisms reproduceoperators is the same, otherwise it vanishes. The angular
the values of V determined from the fitting procedure?lfactors have the form

Obviously the above list of physical mechanisms is not
complete yet, and there are still some other mechanisms, 9 , k1
that have to be at least verified. At the same time however,x , 9 , k 1k 1x 1 / 2 s s k1 1 19 9b ( j j ) 5 (21) [ j , j ] ,k k i i i i1 1 1 2 1 2 Judd–Ofelt theory, traditionally understood as a single5 69j j xi i2 1 particle parametrization scheme, covers all aspects of these

(12) problematic questions.
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